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I Reviewing Some Concepts
The Future, when?
Education (or, is it Learning?)
Can there be a Latin American perspective?
Industry 4.0
II Drivers and challenges for the future of labor
Industry 4.0 again
Demographic trends
Challenge I
Distribution of Earnings
Challenge II
A Tough Labor Market
Challenge III
Can there be too much free time?
III Creative Leisure
I hope succeeding generations will be able to be idle. I hope that nine-tenths of their time will be leisure time; that they may enjoy their days, and the earth, and the beauty of this beautiful world; that they may rest by the sea and dream; that they may dance and sing, eat and drink.

—Novelist Richard Jefferies (1848-1887)
A new Utopia
Education should not only be for work
Creative economy -> creative leisure
THANK YOU!